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A wonderful addition to the Fate franchise. Much of my childhood was spent playing Fate and Fate Undiscovered Realm. This
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game managed to recapture the great adventures I had doing quests for the people of Grove.. Very quality game, it gets a tem
out of tem from me. (Buy this one not the other ones. Better deal.). its pretty good but i have yet to see saber, shirou, or any of
the familiar characters from the fate franchise. its basically a diablo clone but it still does what it sets out to do well.. Have
enjoyed this game for years. Has been a great down time game that doesnt involve alot of commitment in completing in a
certain amount of time. Which is great when having other life commitments. Great for 8+ year olds as well who are just
beginning in gaming.. Best Fetch Quest Simulator. 10/10 Amazing. 5 Stars.
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